
Transition Cambridge Energy Group 19/1/2010
Present: Judith Rattenbury, Roger East (chair), Robert Copcutt, Roland  Henry, Brian Cox*, Di
Hinds*, Patrick O'Donohoe, Spin Pitmap, Hero Bennett*, Nicola Terry (minutes)

*= new members
Apologies: Stuart Dyer

Last meetings minutes were approved.

Anaerobic Digestion
After several months of silence Addenbrookes Environmental Services Manager has expressed
definite interest in sending their food waste to AD but they have still not given any information
about quantities.

Action: Robert to send Spin contact details for a man he met at Green Enterprises who is interested
in small scale AD projects and Spin will pass this on.

If this does not work out, we will pass on information we have about contacts with Biogen
(Greenfinch), Biomass and Monsal in March

Also, ecotricity is introducing the first green tariff  for gas derived from AD.

Action: Nicola to pass on this alert through the Transition Bulletin

Tim  Jervis has emailed Robert at last, but says he is too busy to help.

Tweak My Home
John Boam has reported that he missed his mid Jan target but nonetheless he believes Tweak  My
Home is well on the way to being operational. He is connected with Alex Rice and they intend to
work together.

Several people  including Judith and Patrick had critiqued the Tweak My Home website, as asked
and there is s a new version now.

Action Nicola  to critique the new website

Solar PV
Hero works in buildings facilties and knows of a recent installation by Solar Century of 15.5 kW
costing about £75,000 which suggests that prices have not dropped much since the solar4schools
package of 4kWp for £20,000 a couple of years ago. However, theirs was not the cheapest bid.

Di explained that informal query had indicted there were several people interested in installing PV
in her neighbourhood but she would need more information to offer them before she could establish
how serious they were. They have south facing roofs but the houses are 4 storey and access could
be difficult. 

Di pointed out that there were potential community grants offered on the EST website, for min. 3
households.

With the imminence of the feed in tariff, companies are entering the market to offer products to
domestic customers, such as Renewable Energy Tariffs Ltd (part of OwnEnergy)
http://www.retariffs.co.uk/  .   This company offers advice on renewable energy options, and
installation, optionally with a finance package and management afterwards, including collecting the
FIT on the customer's behalf. However, these services come at a price and many people could



probably manage the paperwork themselves, especially if we had advice to pass on. There is a risk
that some companies will charge ripoff fees but it is hard to know what is reasonable.

Stuart took an action last time to compile a set of survey questions for people who have experience
with PV but has not time to do so.

Action: Nicola to collate information we have and pass on to Roger to make a report of what we
have found out so far. This will go on the website immediately. 

Action Nicola to obtain permission and get the Mayfield case study onto the website

Action: Brian and Di to send Nicola details of what they would like to ask people who already have
PV (or other renewables) (such as how much electricity have they obtained and how much does it
vary with the weather and how much maintenance has been required).

Action: Hero to contact PV installers Bowller and Chelsfield, asking them to pass on our email to
customers for whom they have installed PV so that we can interview them, and put their stories on
the website.

Action Nicola to put out a query on the bulletin for people with experience of PV, again so that we
can collate their experience. Also, to ask who is thinking of installing PV, to see if we have enough
people that we could ask for a discount. (Judith's sister is one potential).

Action Nicola to do the same thing for heat pumps but not in the same bulletin.

Action Judith: to conduct the experience surveys when we have the questions and the people.

Wind power
We still feel it is worth collating school experiences with wind and other renewables.

Action Nicola to pass on to Roland and Spin the queries used at Mayfield

Action Spin to ask at Sawston, Roland to ask other schools

The training group has applied for a grant to run a wind turbine construction course and has been
awarded £500. This does not cover the cost of the course. The course would be one weekend, and
would actually construct a turbine which could be used at stalls and awareness raising events. 

There is some doubt as to what would be the best size for the turbine, since the standard 2.4m
blades on a 7m tower would need planning permission for its main location and would be too big to
use at most events, but a much smaller turbine would be very inefficient and therefore little use as a
demo.

Action Robert to give Anna advice about appropriate specifications for the turbine constructed

Hydropower
No significant progress

Finance
No significant progress. There may be lots of finance options available soon which would be
competitors for a community initiative.

Action Roger to ask Energy Mix http://www.theenrgymix.co.uk for advice as to grants and finance
schemes available.

Next Meeting 9th Feb. Provisionaly at Patrick's again.


